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Torgadirrup (The Gap), Albany  
 

 
          79cm x 40cm, by Meg Cowey  

 

The impressive granite cliffs seem like an indestructible fortress. Yet one narrow section lost the battle with the ocean tides to create the channel known as The Gap. The view of 

waves pouring in and out is awe-inspiring and compelling. 

 

Cotton top, back and wadding, polyester thread. Raw edge appliqué, machine embellishment and embroidery. 
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         Viewing-platform at Torgadirrup (The Gap), looks down into the gap                                                                                                                          photo by Pat Forster 13/07/2018 
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At Torndirrup National Park, windswept coastal heaths give way to massive granite 

outcrops, sheer cliffs and steep sandy slopes and dunes. The Southern Ocean has 

sculpted a Natural Bridge in the coastal granites and formed The Gap, where the 

waves rush in and out with tremendous ferocity. The Blowholes, a crack line in the 

granite, 'blows' air and occasionally spray. The noise is quite impressive. 
https://parks.dpaw.wa.gov.au/park/torndirrup  

 

The area is composed of three major rock types, one of these being gneiss. The 

oldest of these was formed 1300-1600 million years ago. This rock type can be seen 

along the cliff walls of the Gap …. The park was gazetted in 1918, one of the first 

in Western Australia. It was later named in 1969 taking the name [Torndirrup] of 

the Indigenous Australian clan that lived in the area. The first ranger was appointed 

in 1973. The park is the most often visited park in Western Australia, with 

approximately 250,000 visitors per annum.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torndirrup_National_Park  

 

Aboriginal connections 

The Torndirrup Peninsula is known as Torgadirrup to the local Aboriginal community 

who are the traditional custodians of this country. 
https://www.rainbowcoast.com.au/areas/albany/torndirrupnationalpark.htm 

Two Menag [South Coast of WA} brothers had their differences and were fighting 

over a young woman. The elders became tired of their squabbling and sent them to a 

place near The Gap. They made one stand on one side of The Gap and one on the 

other side. One brother was good at throwing spears while the other was good at 

throwing boomerangs. As the first brother threw a boomerang the second threw his 

spear. The first brother was struck by the spear. The other brother was struck in the 

back by the boomerang. Both warriors fell into the water. The brother who was 

struck in the back by a boomerang turned into a shark. The fin on the shark is the 

boomerang. The brother who was hit by the spear turned into a stingray.  
Signage at The Gap. Story courtesy Noongar people.       

Cliff at The Gap                                                                photo by Pat Forster 13/07/2018 
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Southern Ocean Cliffs  
 

 
       80cm x 40cm, by Elizabeth Humphreys 

The Eyre Highway passes close to the cliffs of the Great Australian Bight which came into existence when Gondwana broke apart and separated from Antarctica around 50 million 

years ago. Occupation by the Mirning Aboriginal language group before European settlement in the area is believed to date back 40,000 years.     

All hand dyed fabrics. Cliffs hand dyed by a friend using the cram jar technique. Needle turn appliqué, sewing machine lace, cotton gauze. 
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                        Bunda (Southern Ocean) Cliffs, also named Baxter Cliffs at the western end    photo by Liz Humphreys 19/06/2019      
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Southern Ocean Cliffs/Aboriginal connections  

The quilt is based on the Baxter Cliffs which are part Bunda Cliffs - at  the western 

end.   

The Bunda Cliffs were named by the local Aboriginal people. ….Within the Bunda 

Cliffs is apparently the world’s biggest cave system as well. The area’s traditional 

owners, the Mirning people, tell a Dreamtime legend about the caves and 

the Rainbow Serpent. They say the Rainbow Serpent used the caves to travel from 

Alice Springs to the coast to feed on the migrating whales. 
https://theculturetrip.com/pacific/australia/articles/how-to-visit-australias-magnificent-bunda-cliffs/ 

 

Country for the Mirning people is, immediately west of the Western Australian / 

South Australian border, along the south coast. 
http://www.nntt.gov.au/Information%20Publications/Mirning%20Area%20and%20Identity.pdf 

 

A Western Australian section of the Bunda Cliffs, the Baxter Cliffs … runs 

between Toolinna Cove and Twilight Cove. They are named after a companion of the 

explorer Edward John Eyre, John Baxter, who was murdered there by two Aboriginals 

from Eyre's exploration party in April 1841. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bunda_cliffs 

 

In a literary work that is also his PhD thesis, Kim Scott of Aboriginal heritage writes 

about the Southern Ocean: 

The wind swung, … and fish came close to shore …. There were salmon in the face of 

the waves, cobblers and flathead against the ripples of the sand. (pp. 24-25) 

The sun rose from the land way across the other side of the bay, and two stemmed 

spouts blossomed and sparkled across a vast plain of rolling whale backs and sea 

mist. One moment the whales were gathered together close as a school of salmon, 

the next they were moving apart and leaving the bay.(p. 156) 

So this moon – May some say - the air chills quickly soon as the sun sits on the land, 

ready to go away. Bobby looked at that setting sun sitting and felt the wind blowing 

from his right hand side, like it did even late in the day, this time of the year, after 

the salmon been, before the whales came…… The breeze rippled the sea’s surface, 

but even so it was gentle enough and quite smooth, even when there were lines of 

swell pulsing beneath it. The sea might be blue, might be dark grey and looking thick 

like blood with dark cloud making one single coat of fur across the sky. A few salmon 

sliding in the shallows and herring closer still. Across the sand the mullet make circles 

with their tails, their bellies on the sand floor of the estuary, wishing the sand away, 

waves breaking not so far but a world apart. Foam on the sand like clean mouth spit. 

(p. 186) 

The same elders….speak of Noongar people “singing” dolphins to deliver salmon 

slapping onto the beach sand, and remember Freddy Winmir and Henry Dongup 

singing out to calm the sea. (p. 24) 
https://api.research-repository.uwa.edu.au/portalfiles/portal/9888813/Scott_Kim_2009.pdf 

An Anomalous History and a Noongar Voice: A literary Investigation of the “Friendly 

Frontier” by Kim Scott. 
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Indian Ocean  

 
         78cm x 38cm, by Pat Forster 
 

The Indian Ocean extends along the west coast of Western Australia and beyond. Explorers and settlers sailed on it to access to Western Australia. It was and continues to be 

important for shipping trade. Shipwrecks along the coast are many. The ocean supports: pristine beaches, prime surfing, reefs and marine parks seething with life, island hot spots, 

and rich fishing. I have enjoyed all these with friends and family.  
 

Cotton fabrics, polyester/cotton thread, polyester wadding. Machine piecing and quilting 
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                        Jakes Beach, Kalbarri  photo by Jim Forster 16/06/18                     
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European discovery of WA via the Indian Ocean 

1616 – Dirk Hartog arrived at Cape Inscription and left a pewter plate.  

1618 – Willem Janszoon, Dutch East India Company, landed on North West Cape  

1618 – The Zeewulf made landfall north of Eendrachtsland. 

1619 – Frederick de Houtman made landfall in the region Hartog had encountered. 

1622 – Leeuwin landed south of Abrolhos. 

1622 – English ship Tryall was wrecked on Tryal Rocks off the northwest coast. 

1626 to 1627 – François Thijssenon the Gulden Zeepaert sailed along south coast. 

1629 – Batavia struck a reef of the Abrolhos. Skipper Francisco Pelsaert sailed on a 

small boat to Batavia and returned, finding evidence of mutiny and murder. 

1656 – The Vergulde Draeck (Gilt Dragon) was shipwrecked near Ledge Point 

1658 – Three Dutch ships visited the south coast searching for the Vergulde Draeck. 

1681 – Englishman John Daniel on the New London charted part of the coast  

1688 and 1699 – William Dampier explored the NW coastline and down the coast. 

1697 – Willem de Vlamingh found Hartog's plate, replaced it with his own, and 

explored the Swan River area. 

1712 – The Zuytdorp with 286 on board was shipwrecked near Kalbarri.  

1772 –Frenchman Louis Aleno de St Aloüarn landed on Dirk Hartog Island and 

claimed the island for France.  

1791 – George Vancouver made formal claim at Possession Point, King George 

Sound, Albany. 

1792 – Frenchman Bruni d'Entrecasteaux reached Cape Leeuwin and explored the 

southern coast. 

1801 –French ships under Nicolas Baudin and Emmanuel Hamelin, explored the coast 

north from Cape Leeuwin and discovered de Vlamingh's plate.  Francois Heirisson 

made the first detailed sketch of the Swan River.  

1801 – Matthew Flinders sighted Cape Leeuwin en route to the southern coastline. 

1803 – Matthew Flinders completed the first circumnavigation of Australia 

1803 – The Geographe and another French ship Casuarina followed much of the 

same coastline again. 

1818 – Louis de Freycinet found de Vlamingh's plate and removed it to France. 

1826 – Frenchman Dumont d'Urville visited King George Sound  

1826 – A military garrison was established on behalf of New South Wales at King 

George Sound with the arrival of Major Edmund Lockyer on the Amity. 

1827 –Lockyer formally annexed the western portion of Australia, now Western 

Australia, in a ceremony at King George Sound.  

1829 – James Stirling explored the Swan River area. Captain Charles Fremantle again 

took possession of the western side of New Holland for the British crown. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Western_Australia  

Aboriginal Connections 

Artefacts found on Barrow Island indicate Aboriginal people were living along the 

now submerged northern coast 50 000 years ago. The finds ‘reinforce Aboriginal 

origin narratives of deep-time occupation which goes beyond the 50 000 year range’. 

They included spoons and cutting implements carved from shell, and beads thought 

to form necklaces.  
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-05-19/cave-shows-aboriginal-llife-50000-years/8541302 

 

Aboriginal people ventured out on the Indian Ocean on simple crafts. For example, in 

the Exmouth area: surveyor Francis Thomas Gregory, upon returning to the ship the 

'Dolphin' in 1861, found that she had been visited by two natives, who had paddled 

off on logs of wood, shaped like canoes, not hollow, but very buoyant, about seven 

feet long and one foot thick, which they propelled with their hands only, their legs 

resting on a little rail made of small sticks driven in on each side.  

… Tindale notes that the traditional occupants of the peninsula lived amongst the 

mangroves and were 'coastal people who went out to sea on rafts of sticks'. 
http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/ahdb/search.pl?mode=place_detail;place_id=105881 

 

Aboriginal people were at the heart of the pearling industry. Commercial pearl 

harvesting began in the NW of Western Australia in 1866, when W.F. Tays, a 

struggling pastoralist, asked his pearlshell-adorned Aboriginal servants to reveal their 

‘shell places’. In the decades that followed, pearling flourished.  

… Finding shell was difficult. In the murky nutrient-rich tidal waters, the only way to 

find the encrusted shell was to spot the glint of the black, white or orange mantle of 

a gaping shell as it filter fed on the bottom. Aboriginal men and woman were 

rounded up [a practice call ‘blackbirding’] because their sharp eyesight and water 

skills made them highly sought after as divers. Diving feet first into the water, they 

were required to bring back at least 10–25 pairs of shell per day. The work was hard, 

monotonous and sometimes deadly. 
http://museum.wa.gov.au/explore/lustre-online-text-panels/finding-shell 

 

Coastal features 

Pristine beaches include Cottesloe, Scarborough, Smiths (Yallingup), Cable (Broome) 

Top surfing areas include the coast near Margaret River, Gracetown and Yallingup; 

Gnaraloo Point near Carnavon, Jakes Point near Kalbarri.  

Reefs and marine parks include Shark Bay, Ningaloo Reef, Rowley Shoals.  

Island hot spots include Rottnest near Perth, the Abrolhos near Geraldton, and the 

Dampier Archipelago in the North West 

Wrecks include HMAS Sydney II, torpedoed by Germans in WW1.
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Ningaloo Reef  

 
       78cm x 38cm, by Pat Forster  

Camping in dunes with Ningaloo Reef close by is magic. Swimming in the crystal clear water between shore and reef while keeping abreast of green turtles, is unforgettable. So is 

drift snorkelling near the edge of the reef, with colourful corals, giant clams, and myriads of fish, to mention a few. To snorkel beyond the reef from a boat is another amazing 

treat, exploring coral bombies, being charged in play by large manta rays who veer away at the last second, and swimming alongside huge gentle whale sharks. 

 

Cotton fabrics, polyester/cotton thread, polyester wadding. Machine piecing, free-motion machine quilting 
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        Swimming with a whale shark beyond Ningaloo Reef, Pat Forster third from right, Jim Forster far right, 13/07/13  photo supplied by Kings Ningaloo Reef Tours  
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Extracts from the Australian Heritage listing for the Ningaloo Coast 

Marine life 

The [Ningaloo Marine Park] park protects diverse ecosystems. The state waters 

include shoreline communities, lagoon, fore reef, reef flat … The Commonwealth 

waters protect sponge gardens, deepwater corals, and provide habitat for cetaceans, 

whale sharks (Rhincodon typus), billfish, tuna and marine reptiles …. 

A dugong (Dugong dugon) community of up to a thousand animals feeds in the 

waters of the lagoon… Seven cetacean species regularly visit the park: the humpback 

whale (Megaptera novaeangliae), minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata), fin 

whale (B. physalis), blue whale (B. musculus), bottle-nosed dolphin (Tursiops 

truncatus), Indo-Pacific humpback dolphin (Sousa chinensis) and killer whale (Orcinus 

orca). … Four species of turtle live in the waters of the park… 

Whale sharks congregate in numbers around the reef and in the deeper 

Commonwealth waters in April and May during the mass spawning of coral. This 

giant fish, the world's largest at up to 18 metres, is beautifully patterned with pale 

lines and spots on a dark background.  

… South Muiron [Island] is an important loggerhead (Caretta caretta) and green 

(Chelonia mydas) turtle nesting place. Hawksbill (Eretmochelys imbricata bissa) and 

the occasional flatback (Natator depressus) turtles have been recorded on the 

beaches. Reefs surrounding the islands are diverse and display good coral cover. 
http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/ahdb/search.pl?mode=place_detail;place_id=105881 

 

Aboriginal connections 

A rich assemblage of materials preserved in the limestone rock shelters of Exmouth 

Peninsula show that Indigenous people had a comprehensive and sophisticated 

knowledge of marine resources between 35,000 and 17,000 years ago. The discovery 

of shell beads at Cape Range dated to more than 32,000 years BP also provides the 

earliest evidence for personal ornament in Australia. At this early time, Cape Range 

would have overlooked a gently sloping coastal plain stretching some six kilometres 

to the western shoreline. Archaeological evidence recovered from rock shelters on 

the peninsula suggest that Indigenous people were episodically occupying these 

places, perhaps on a seasonal basis, from 35,000 to 17,000 BP. They utilised a diverse 

range of edible and non-edible marine fauna including crab, fish, sea urchins, 

molluscs and bivalves, and included a range of arid plains fauna in their diet. … 

Within the [coastal] area there are over 140 Aboriginal sites registered on the WA 

Department of Indigenous Affars (DIA) Register of Aboriginal Sites. These range from 

artefact scatters, middens, engravings, paintings, ceremonial and mythological areas, 

grinding patches and grooves, burial sites, and manmade structures. 
http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/ahdb/search.pl?mode=place_detail;place_id=105881 

 

UNESCO World Heritage listing  

The World Heritage listed Ningaloo Reef is one of the longest fringing coral reefs in 

the world. Stretching from Bundegi Beach near the township of Exmouth in the 

north, right along the western shore of North West Cape, past Coral Bay and beyond 

to Red Bluff at Quobba Station to the south, the Ningaloo Reef is 300 kilometres of 

unspoiled underwater paradise. The Ningaloo Reef was declared a marine park in 

1987 in order to protect this unique environment and its inhabitants. In 2011, the 

Ningaloo Reef and Ningaloo Coast received UNESCO World Heritage listing. …. This 

was largely in recognition of the fact that the Ningaloo Reef is one of the most 

biologically diverse marine environments on the planet; home to more than 250 

species of coral and over 500 species of fish.  
http://www.visitningaloo.com.au/our-region/ningaloo-reef 

 

Cheetup 

Smith (1993) excavated a shelter, Cheetup, about five kilometres from the present 

shoreline in the Cape Le Grand National Park. This north-east facing shelter is 

situated on the top and northern end of a granite dome, with a commanding view 

over the surrounding plain. Protection is provided from cold winds and storms 

originating from the south and west. There is easy access to a mixture of vegetation 

zones that include heathlands dominated by the Proteaceae, thickets of Myrtaceae 

and several swamps. Excavations in the shelter revealed a complex but shallow 

stratigraphy about 60 cm in depth. Ten radiometric dates bracket various 

sedimentary events which extend beyond 13 245 ± 315 bp [approx 13 000 years 

ago]. Before this date, a pit was dug in the shelter floor. It was lined with 

Xanthorrhoea leaf bases and woody parts and filled with fruits of Macrozamia reidlii 

(Gaud) CA Gard. This particularly interesting discovery confirms ethnohistoric 

descriptions of a food preparation technique made by early European settlers in the 

district. Toxins in Macrozamia fruits must be removed by leaching or fermenting and 

cooking before the fruits are rendered edible. Smith’s (1993) discovery of this 

fermentation pit demonstrates that Aboriginal usage of this plant extends back 

almost 14 000 years into prehistoric times. Faunal and botanical remains recovered 

from the excavation point to a more or less stable ecosystem on the granite 

regardless of what occurred on the surrounding heathlands.  
Bindon (1997) https://www.rswa.org.au/publications/Journal/80(3)/80(3)bindon.pdf 
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Hutt Lagoon (near Port Gregory)  

 

 
        38.5cm x 78cm, by Denise Mallon 
Inspired by an image seen on social media, the picture taken using a drone captures the colours of the manmade salt pans and water channels of the lagoon. Although saline, the 

lagoon is highly productive. Algae dunaliella salina that produces the pink hues is farmed as a source of bcarotene along with brine shrimp for aquaculture.  

 

Hand dyed and commercial fabrics, cotton gauze, silk, bobbin work, hand embroidery, machine quilted.  
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       Hutt lagoon microalgae cultivation plant. Source: Lagos Cor de Rosa,avaiable under  Creative Commons license 4.0  
        https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Hutt-lagoon-microalgae-cultivation-plant-Source-Lagos-Cor-de-Rosa_fig3_321366577 
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Hutt Lagoon was probably once the estuary of Hutt River but became cut off from 

the ocean and was eventually completely separated from the river by a sandbar. The 

Hutt River now flows into the ocean 2 km southeast of Hutt Lagoon. The lagoon’s 

water is supplied only by direct precipitation, surface inflow from several minor 

creeks off the plateau, and seepage of groundwater (especially from coastal dunes). 

Its depth is highly seasonal, reaching a maximum of 1 m. 

…. Hutt Lagoon contains the world's largest microalgae production plant, a 250 ha 

series of artificial ponds used to farm dunaliella salina. This microalga gives Hutt 

Lagoon its pink colouring and is used to produce beta-carotene, a natural food-

colouring agent and source of vitamin A. Water for the farm is pumped into the 

ponds from the ocean. Hutt Lagoon also provides a commercial supply of Artemia 

brine shrimp. Artemia are a specialty feed used by prawn and fish farmers and the 

aquarium fish trade. 

… Hutt Lagoon is a good example of a coastal brine lake and is an important stopover 

for migratory waders. It may also play an important role in the hydrology of the area 

and provides a large area of habitat for native flora and fauna. 
https://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/images/documents/conservation-

management/wetlands/rcm028_hutt_lagoon_condition_report.pdf 

 
Sometimes bright bubblegum pink, sometimes lilac, and occasionally even red, the 

waters of Hutt Lagoon can be an extraordinary sight on the drive between Port 

Gregory and Kalbarri. Head out before sunset and watch the colours transform.  

It’s the extremely high level of salinity that gives the lagoon its unusual hue, and its 

vibrancy changes with the seasons and time of day. The best time to visit is on a clear 

day, around mid-morning or sunset. There are a number of places to stop and view 

this natural phenomenon along Port Gregory Road. 
https://www.westernaustralia.com/en/Attraction/Hutt_Lagoon/59cb40e112f8967834c0e22f#/ 

Aboriginal connections 

Although Hutt Lagoon itself has no documented spiritual significance to the local 

Aboriginal people, there are several sites of significance in its near vicinity. These 

include Utcha Well, Hutt River and two burial sites  
https://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/images/documents/conservation-

management/wetlands/rcm028_hutt_lagoon_condition_report.pdf  

 

 

 
        Hutt Lagoon                                    photo by Elizabeth Humphreys  23/09/2015  
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Coastal Track   

 

 
                           

39cm x 79.5cm, by Stephanie Knudsen  

 

This quilt is inspired by an overhead drone photo taken by my nephew Richard Young 

who lives in Broome, Western Australia. It depicts the vivid colours of the water, the 

rocks and cliff face and a muddy track winding through the vegetation along the 

coast. 

 

Commercial fabrics, rusted cotton fabric, wool and cotton thread  

Techniques used include machine and hand embroidery, machine embroidery on a 

wash away base, applique and couched threads. 
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Photo inspiration with permission from Stephanie’s nephew Richard Young  

Aboriginal connections 

The Goolarabooloo people are custodians of the Broome area. As an act of 

reconciliation, 31 years ago, Paddy Roe [Elder at the time], with the support of his 

Goolarabooloo community, established the Lurujarri Heritage Trail - A nine day 

cultural walking journey along the song cycle, that involves leading visitors 

throughout this 80km stretch of saltwater coastal terrain, travelling as a group and 

sharing their heritage. [The trail goes from Minyirr (Gautheaume Point, Broome) to 

Minarriny, along the western side of the Dampier Peninsular]. 

The body of cultural knowledge that the old people hold and pass on, is preserved 

and kept alive within the [Lurujarri] Song Cycle that connects to specific sites (Law 

Grounds) in a continuous linear system up the coast of the Dampier Peninsula.  

It comprises a collection of songs that hold a living memory, specific to particular 

places, trees, animals, and other landmarks - be they on land, sea, air or water. The 

lay for this land and its history, as known via these songs for place, has been sung for 

centuries at ceremony time.  

The Goolarabooloo people are still actively engaged in looking after country, despite 

living within a western world that would have them sell it, for the greater economic 

resources of the nation. They believe that connection with country and culture is the 

base of one's' true sense of identity, spiritual and physical health, and self-esteem.   
http://www.goolarabooloo.org.au/song_cycle.html 
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Cable Camels   
 

 
                     

39cm x 79.5cm, by Stephanie Knudsen  

 

Riding camels on Cable Beach in Broome is such a Western Australian icon, enjoyed 

by overseas visitors as well as locals. 

 

Commercial fabrics, ribbon, braids, wool and cotton threads.  

Techniques used include applique, machine and hand embroidery and couched 

threads.  
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          Cable Beach camel tour                               photo by Pat Forster 14/07/2009 

 

 
           Reddell Beach, Broome                               photo by Pat Forster 14/07/2009 

Broome is now a mecca for tourists, with a rich history to explore as well as camel 

rides on Cable Beach. Some key historical moments for the town are 

- occupation by Aboriginal people for more than forty thousand years  

- William Dampier first visited the region in 1688 …. Dampier returned in 1699 but 

after an altercation with curious aboriginals, in which a native was killed, was 

forced to hurriedly depart the area. 

- Dampier’s journals stimulated interest in the areas rich pearl shell bed, most 

notably in Cossack initially, about 700km from what was to become Broome. 

- In 1883, John Forrest selected a town site on Roebuck Bay just east of Dampier 

Creek where three native wells existed, The purpose was to build a port to serve 

the pearling industry. Later in 1883, the townsite of Broome was proclaimed and 

named after the colony’s Governor, Frederick N. Broome. 

- The first sale of town lots took place in October 1886  

- In 1886, Broome was gazetted as a port. 

- In 1889, a new telegraph cable was established at Roebuck Bay, linking the 

isolated colony direct with England, via Singapore, India, Aden, Egypt, Malta and  

Gibraltar.  

- By 1898, Broome was the principal cargo port for north Western Australia  

- World War 1 and 2 impacted greatly on Broome and the pearling industry with 

men rushing to enlist, markets for pearl collapsing, and in WW2 Japanese 

residents, including pearl divers, were interned.  

- In 1942 the aerodrome was upgraded to accommodate the largest planes and 

Broome became a re-fuelling station for the R.A.A.F. 

- On March 3, 1942 Japanese Zeros strafed the aircraft in Roebuck Bay and at the 

aerodrome with machine gun fire and destroyed sixteen Flying Boat planes 

- After both wars, the pearling industry evolved and new markets in cultured 

pearls changed the way pearl shell was harvested . 

 

Now, Broome boasts a multicultural population of many nationalities lured by the 

promise of finding their fortunes. Koepanger, Malay, Chinese, European and 

Aboriginal cultures have all blended to create a captivatingly friendly and flamboyant 

personality that is the heart and soul of Broome. 
Summarised from http://www.visitbroome.com.au/history 
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Inland 
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Stirling Ranges  
 

 
        78.5cm x 40cm by Stella King 

 

I lived in Albany for ten years and fell in love with the majestic landscapes of the Great Southern – particularly the Stirling Ranges. The surrounding colours change with the 

seasons. Verdant after winter rainfall and interspersed with patches of yellow canola fields in spring; gold with ripening wheat and then the dry summer parches the landscape. 

 

Hand dyed and commercial fabrics. Machine applique and quilting. 
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  Stirling Ranges, photographed on the Cranbrook-Katanning Rd     photo by Ron King, 22/05/2019  
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Aboriginal connections, Koikyenunuruff (Stirling Ranges) 
Noongar Elder Noel Nannup describes a star map for a route from the Stirling Range 

to Lake Moore. Stirling Range is the star Aldebaran on the map. See ‘Star Map’ on p. 

42 of this booklet.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04xx7s3    

 

Stirling Range names, published in the West Australian, 21 June, 1947: Following 

Major Lockyer, his successors … learnt from the lips of Mokare, their aboriginal 

guide, and from Nakina, his brother, the names of the northern (Corjernurruf) and 

southern (Purringorep) ranges. .. On April 29, 1831, Collie tabulated in his journal the 

names of some of the main peaks of the Koi-Kyeunuruff mountains (Stirling Range) 

…. Collie's list was: MAGGERIP, MONDYURUP, KOWRU-U-LARIRUP, TOOO-YE-YERUP, 

CONICAL HILL (Remarkable), WESTERN HIGH PEAK OF RUGGED MOUNTAIN, 

CONSPICUOUS HUMMOCK OR EASTERN SHOULDER OF RUGGED MOUNTAIN. …. 

The following is a list of the names of the 18 peaks comprising the Stirling Range 

[1947]. …. Where there is a dual name the aboriginal name appears first, the spelling 

being as appearing on the present-day maps. … 

1. MADYERUP (Roe) Peak Donelly (1,400ft.) should be spelt Donnelly. 

2. ROSS PEAK. 3. HUME PEAK (1.800ft.).     4. MONDURUP (2.831fL).  

5. PEAK BARNETT.         6. PEAK HENTON.      7. TALYUBERLUP. Mt. Magog-Twin Peaks. 

8. TOOLBRUNUP (3341 ft.) with northern spur Mt. Hassell 

9. MOUNT TRIO (Roe)    10. WARRUNGUP. 

11. YUNGERMERE, the conical hill of Collie's reference. 

12. NORKIA (Roe). Mt. Success.  13. COYANARUP. 

14. BLUFF KNOLL (3,640ft.), the Mt. Rugged of Flinders. 

15. PYUNGOORUP.   16. ISONGERUP. 

17. KOIKYEURNERIF, Ellen Peak (3,420ft.). 18. ANDREW HILL. 

… The meanings of the aboriginal names possessed by most of the peaks are as 

unknown … None of the earliest explorers gave the slightest record of 

the meaning of the place names. 
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/46320387 

 

Joey repeats the song he sang to us at Bulla Miele [Bluff Knoll], with the Noongar 

names of the formations “kaya, kaya, Bulla Meile, Yonger Mir, Mabrunup, Toolyul-

brup”. The hill of the eyes, the kangaroo with the spear thrower on top, the place of 

the ‘special men’, and the beautiful woman sleeping. I am struck by how much the 

shapes of the mountains, appear to be what they are named, particularly 

Toolbrunup. I can see the woman clearly, the profile of her face, her arms at her side 

and her rounded pregnant belly. 
Traveller describing his experience on Poonarti Aboriginal Tours   
https://www.pressreader.com/australia/outer-edge/20161101/281930247604915 
 

Stirling Ranges, Barren Ranges and Fitzgerald Ranges: There is a suite of narratives 

relating to these locations, which account for the tracks or route of spiritual beings. 

The first relates to the Kangaroo people and the Emu people, who originally lived 

together in the Stirling Ranges. They had a fight and the Emu people were badly 

injured. They escaped to the Fitzgerald Ranges, spilling their blood on the ground as 

they went. This blood is now manifest as a red rock outcropping across the area 

between the Stirling Ranges and the Fitzgerald Ranges. 

A second narrative relates to the Kangaroo people of the Stirling Ranges and the Emu 

people of the Barren Ranges. The former had promised a girl as a husband to an Emu 

man. When the time came for her to leave, a party of Emu people assembled to 

accompany her. She was saddened by the thought of leaving her pet dog, which was 

in turn upset at her departure. As they left, in the middle of the day, the dog howled. 

The party turned around to see why the dog had howled and were all turned to 

rocks. The girl became the Stirling Ranges, now seen as the ‘Sleeping Lady’, the 

profile of the ranges viewed from the Chester Pass to Albany road, which resembles 

a supine woman. 

…. Finally, there is a narrative of a narcissistic Kangaroo Man who spent his time 

preening himself in his reflection in a pool. His wife, tired of his vanity and 

consequential failure to supply her needs, cooked herself and her baby some meat. 

He returned to the camp to discover this and beat her as a punishment. She crawled 

away, mortally injured, forming the Kalgan River. She died and her pet dog buried 

her. Her grave is now Green Island, while she is also the Sleeping Lady of the Stirling 

Ranges. Her family, much aggrieved at her treatment, killed the Kangaroo Man, who 

became Bluff Knoll. The Noongar name for the mountain is Meilya, which means 

‘many eyes’ and is a reference to the fact that the face of the Bluff alters as the mist 

blows across it, but can be seen to represent the face of the warrior. Seen from afar, 

the mist covering the mountain is understood to be his hair blowing in the wind, 

showing that he is still alive. … 

Hassell did record that Bluff Knoll was inhabited by a malevolent spirit being called 

Noatch, whose shape-changing attributes were reflected in the many faces that can 

be seen in the Bluff. Hassell gives the name for Bluff Knoll as Bullah Meual, which she 

interprets as ‘Great Many Face Hill’ …  
Palmer (2016) 

https://aiatsis.gov.au/sites/default/files/products/monograph/noongar-people-noongar-land_2.pdf  
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Lake Ballard 

 

  
     79cm x 40cm, by Roberta Chantler  
 

Should you travel to Lake Ballard, you will be rewarded by a fascinating spiritual experience. The huge lake contains 51 Anthony Gormley statues and is the largest outdoor gallery 

in Australia. It's not surprising that the lake is a sacred site in Aboriginal culture, connected to the Seven Sisters Dreaming, the islands being part of the story. 

 

Hand dyed fabrics, embroidery thread. Chenille work. 
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Lake Ballard, quilt inspiration                                                                                                                                                                      photos by Roberta Chantler 19/10/2008 
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Lake Ballard, just over 50 kilometres West of Menzies, has become the newest 

attraction for the region. It has created international attention for the 'Inside 

Australia' exhibition, created by Antony Gormley. He has created 51 figures, all 

derived from laser scans of the inhabitants of Menzies at the time, which are placed 

around a seven square kilometre area of the salt lake bed. The sculptures travelled 

780kms from the foundry in Perth to the site on Lake Ballard, and it took a team of 

18 volunteers, 4 days to install all 51 sculptures. This really is a sight to behold - its 

why we go on about it so much! 

Lake Ballard is also a significant part of the region's salt lake system and is a breeding 

habitat for species of waterfowl, the Banded Stilt. Due to Cyclone Bobby in 1995, the 

vast salt crusts had been covered in warm shallow water, the long dormant brine 

shrimp were once again hatching. There was then an unbelievable frenzy of activity 

with an estimated 4,500 nests within days. Birds seem to be bustling in every 

direction. This was a very rare occurrence having only occurred approximately seven 

times in 215 years at Lake Ballard. 
https://www.kalgoorlietourism.com/lake-ballard  

Aboriginal connection 

Seven Sisters Dreaming 

Paddy Walker [Aboriginal Elder] told us the story in a soft voice, speaking mostly in 

his own Ngulutjara language [which was translated by a younger Aboriginal man] : 

‘This is woman’s dreaming. You are a lucky man to have found a woman’s dreaming. 

You know the seven sisters’ stars? The seven sisters’ stars in the sky? This is on their 

path. They come across the lake here, playing around. They stopped here.  

That island right in front of us, the largest of the islands, that is the oldest of the 

sisters. The other islands, heading out there, up the lake, are the other sisters, the 

younger ones. Down the lake there are two hills, look like young girls’ breasts. Those 

hills were made by the splitting of an egg-shaped stone by a boomerang. Further on 

is a place where her breasts went into the ground, and where her face touched the 

ground. 

This is where the sisters came down from the sky and were playing around out there. 

Then a man began chasing them, trying to catch the youngest one. So they had to 

run away. They had to hide. They hid in rock holes. There are rock holes down the 

shore of the lake, back where we came from just now, and they hid in those seven 

holes. This is on the camping route to Jeedamya and Morapoi. Then they came up 

through the lake, and became the islands out there. One island leads to another, one 

after the other, way up the lake there. That’s where they were heading, to this place. 

You have to know what you are looking at, what these places are.’ 

… Later I was to hear other parts of the ‘Seven Sisters Dreaming’ story. I was taken to 

see the rock holes where the sisters hid. I was shown a little of how the line of the 

story reached to the north, touching the earth as rock holes and dream sites, until it 

reached another dreaming line going across the Seven Sisters. In one version of the 

story, the sisters are chased by a wild man, penis out and erect, with many ritual 

scars and determined to seize the youngest of the girls. In another version, I was told 

of a handsome young man who loved one of the sisters and wished to dance with 

her. And I was told about a tree at the end of Lake Ballard that is one of the sisters, 

standing there, alone, and waiting to join the others. The stories were many, various, 

complicated and, at times, confusing. But they always led from the lake, or the rock 

holes, in dream tales to other places.  
Brody in Gormley (2005), Inside Australia.  

Other places associated with the Seven Sisters in the Eastern Goldfields, WA, as 

identified in the literature: 

- The Die Hardy Range including the hill known as Mt Geraldine, represents and is 

associated with the man who pursues the Seven Sisters. The Yokradine hills, 

particularly each of the peaks represent and are associated with the Seven Sisters. 

The name of the Yokradine Hills is based on the Noongar term Yokrakine, yoka 

kaany, women's spirit place. (pers comm. Tim McCabe 2012)  
https://consultation.epa.wa.gov.au/seven-day-comment-on-referrals/marda-east-gold-

project/supporting_documents/App%20K%20%20Cultural%20Heritage%20Reports.pdf 

- Josie Boyle speaking about the Seven Sisters sites in the Eastern Goldfields  

So these particular places are very special... I go to the one in Coolgardie, because 

that's easier going past there….[we] pay our respect that it deserves, because it’s a 

dancing site, see? So everything has a different story of the sites of what happened, 

when the seven sisters were here on earth, see, and that was a dancing site and it 

was like the celebration site of the end of the journey on the earth. And that was 

where the boundary line came for the Noongar people, and the Noongar people 

came from Coolgardie, back to Perth, see, so it was all danced, the Seven Sisters, and 

they made the boundaries as they went over the land, wonderful story really.  

… And then we have lots and lots of lakes that nobody goes to much today… sites 

relating to the seven sisters. Beautiful sites. I was only sitting down with my son of 

law who grew up out there, … and I was talking to him about the distances between 

sites, … There are about six that are out there still. I was asking him the other day, 

how much distance is between Gindowee, and Niagra Falls [Dam?], and Boorley 

Well, and another site out there, and there are six out there, 
Goldsmith (2014) https://espace.curtin.edu.au/handle/20.500.11937/665 

See brilliant photos of Lake Ballard, including with the Night Sky, at  
https://500px.com/search/Lake%20Ballard-photos  
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Rabbit Proof Fence  

 
         78cm x 39cm, by Hilary Arber 
 

Western Australia’s first Rabbit Proof Fence, at the time the longest unbroken fence in the world, was built between 1901 and 1907 to protect WA’s crops and pastures from 

rabbits spreading from Eastern states. Stretching 1,834 kilometres from north of Port Hedland to the south coast near Esperance it featured in a book and film in which three 

Aboriginal girls, who were among the many ‘stolen generation’, used it as a guide home to their families when they escaped from a mission.  

 

Rusted and commercial fabrics, exotic braids. Machine piecing and applique. Machine and hand embroidery including cretan stitch. 
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  Rabbit Proof Fence No. 1, along Rabbit Proof Fence Rd, south of Dudinin.                                                                                                                               photo  by Pat Forster 01/08/2019

 

The State Barrier Fence of Western Australia, formerly known as the Rabbit Proof Fence, the State Vermin Fence, and the Emu Fence, is a pest-exclusion fence constructed 

between 1901 and 1907 to keep rabbits and other agricultural pests, from the east, out of Western Australian pastoral areas.  
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There are three [rabbit proof] fences in Western Australia: the original No. 1 Fence 

crosses the state from north to south, No. 2 Fence is smaller and further west, and 

No. 3 Fence is smaller still and runs east–west. The fences took six years to build. 

When completed in 1907, the rabbit-proof fence (including all three fences) 

stretched 2,023 miles (3,256 km). The cost to build the fences at the time was about 

£167 per mile ($250/km). When it was completed in 1907, the 1,139-mile (1,833 km) 

No. 1 Fence was the longest unbroken fence in the world. Following the introduction 

of myxomatosis to control rabbits in the 1950s, the importance of the rabbit-proof 

fence diminished. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rabbit-proof_fence  

   

Rabbit proof fence, c 1926-1927  Public domain photo https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-

05-30/was-rabbit-proof-fence,-importalised-in-phillip-noyces-film-b/9815760 

[In recent years] Royalties for Regions funding of $10.17 million has been invested to 

fill significant gaps in the State Barrier Fence that will prevent the movement of wild 

dogs and emus from the rangelands to the agricultural areas. Specific work includes:  

dog proofing 820 km of the existing State Barrier Fence, constructing 170 km of 

fencing to close Yilgarn Gap, and undertaking Phase 1 of the Esperance Extension to 

the State Barrier Fence. The project … reached a major milestone in November 2014 

with the closure of a 170km gap in the State Barrier Fence known as Yilgarn Gap. 

With the closure of Yilgarn Gap, the State Barrier Fence is now 1,206km long and 

stretches from the Zuytdorp Cliffs north of Kalbarri to east of Ravensthorpe. … 
http://www.drd.wa.gov.au/projects/Agriculture/Pages/State-Barrier-Fence.aspx 
 

Aboriginal Connection 
The novel ‘Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence’ by Doris Pilkington Garimara is loosely 

based on a true story concerning the author's mother Molly, as well as two 

other mixed-race Aboriginal girls, Daisy Kadibil and Grace, who ran away from 

the Moore River Native Settlement, north of Perth, Western Australia, to return to 

their Aboriginal families, after being placed there in 1931. The film ‘Rabbit Proof 

Fence’ is based on the book. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rabbit-Proof_Fence_(film)    

 
Published under Creative Commons license https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rabbit-proof_fence  

Map of the Rabbit-Proof Fences in Western Australia, and the route from Moore 

River to Jigalong that Aboriginal girls took home, away from forced captivity, as per 

the novel by Doris Pilkington, and the Rabbit Proof Fence film.  
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Floral Extravaganza  

 
        41cm x 80cm, by Denise Mallon   
 

Beginning in June and with favourable seasonal conditions, 12,000 plus species of wildflower found throughout W.A. transform the landscape into a sea of colour as they burst into 

flower. One of the most spectacular is the wreath flower, lechenaultia macrantha, found only in a small area of the Midwest. It is often seen growing along the roadway where 

sand and gravel have been disturbed. 
 

Commercial cotton, polyester, painted acrylic yarn, hand embroidery, machine quilting. 
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Wreath flowers, lechenautia macrantha           photo by Pat Forster, 06/09/2004  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the world’s unique, rare and odd flowers, wreath flowers are not endangered 

but limited to small areas of the Wheatbelt and Geraldton sandplains. Lechenaultia 

macrantha are just 5 cm high but up to 50 cm across. These are flowers that usually 

can be seen from the car, appearing as if they were neatly laid by florists over the 

gravelled surface of the roadside. We see dozens of flowers with frilled red, white 

and pink petals. One report said there were around 160 in one spot.  
https://www.haveagonews.com.au/travel/on-your-doorstep/in-search-of-the-famed-wreath-flowers-

east-of-mullewa/ 

 

To the past Custodians of this great land of Australia who lived here for more than 40 

000 years without harming its environment or spoiling its beauty. To all present day 

Aboriginal people who may not have experienced the satisfaction of living in harmony 

with the land, I say be proud of your heritage …  

From Estelle Leyland (2002).Wajarri Wisdom, Food and Medicine Plants of the 

Mullewa/Murchison District of Western Australia as used by Wajarri people. 
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Eyre Highway Rest Stop 

 
        80cm x 40cm, by Elizabeth Humphreys          

This work was inspired by a rest stop located 83 km east of Norseman, 108 km west of Balladonia on the Eyre Highway between Western Australia and South Australia. The area is 

part of the Great Western Woodlands. The Ngadju people are recognised as the traditional owners of this land.       

Machine pieced, needle turn and buttonhole appliqué. Zig zag chain stitch, colonial knots, stem stitch. Sari silk strips and hand dyed cotton gauze. Original design. 
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                     Fraser Range 24 hour rest area, Shire of Dundas.                                                                                                                photo by Elizabeth Humphreys 01/01/2017 
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Eyre Highway is a 1,660-kilometre highway linking Western Australia and South 

Australia via the Nullarbor Plain … It was named after explorer Edward John Eyre, 

who was the first European to cross the Nullarbor by land, in 1840–1841. … 

The construction of the East–West Telegraph line in the 1870s, along Eyre's route, 

resulted in a hazardous trail that could be followed for interstate travel. A national 

highway was called for… The highway was constructed between July 1941 and June 

1942 [due to a WW2 imperative]… The finished road, while an improvement over the 

previous route, still was not much more than a track… Efforts to seal the highway 

began in Norseman in 1960, with the Western Australian section completed in 1969 

and the South Australian section finished in 1976. Further improvement works have 

been undertaken since the 1980s, including widening and reconstructing portions of 

the road. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eyre_Highway 

 

Aboriginal connections 

Eyre, together with his Aboriginal companion Wylie, was the first European to 

traverse the coastline of the Great Australian Bight and the Nullarbor Plain by land in 

1840–1841, on an almost 2000 mile trip to Albany, Western Australia. He had 

originally led the expedition with John Baxter and three aborigines. 

On 29 April 1841, two of the aborigines killed Baxter and left with most of the 

supplies. Eyre and Wylie were only able to survive because they chanced to 

encounter, at a bay near Esperance, Western Australia, a French whaling 

ship Mississippi, under the command of an Englishman, Captain Thomas Rossiter, for 

whom Eyre named the location Rossiter Bay. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_John_Eyre 

Wylie (c. 1825 – ?) was an indigenous Australian originally from the King George 

Sound tribe around Albany in Western Australia. He accompanied Edward John 

Eyre to Adelaide by sea in May 1840, and would have left with Eyre on his expedition 

to penetrate to the interior in June of the same year, but Wylie was ill. Later in the 

year, Eyre was at Fowlers Bay in the west, having retreated from the north, and 

Wylie joined him by way of the ship supplying the expedition, the Hero. 

Wylie was subsequently one of the three aborigines to accompany Eyre and John 

Baxter on their final attempt to cross the Nullarbor Plain in 1841. He deserted for a 

brief time with the other older aboriginal boy, Joey, while the party rested at the 

sandhills of present-day Eucla, but they returned when they failed to find any food. 

Several weeks later he proved loyal to Eyre when Joey and Yarry (the other 

aboriginal boy) murdered Baxter and deserted. Despite the two aborigines accosting 

them and calling for Wylie to join them the following day, Wylie stayed with Eyre for 

the rest of the journey, impressing the French whalers they met in Rossiter Bay with 

his voracious appetite. 

After the completion of the journey, Wylie remained at Albany. He spent a brief time 

as a native policeman, and also benefited from a government pension procured for 

him by Eyre, who remained in contact with him for some years afterward. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wylie_(Australian_explorer) 

Ngadju Country 

The rest stop represented on the quilt is in Ngadju Country and is part of a successful 

Native Title Claim: . 

The Federal Court granted native title rights and interests to the Ngadju people on 

21 November 2014 and for the remnant balance of their lands on 17 July 2017. The 

Ngadju people’s native title rights and interests include exclusive possession native 

title in unallocated Crown lands in the determination areas; this is the highest form 

of native title recognised in Australian law. In accordance with the Native Title Act, 

the NNTAC [governing body] is responsible for all (but not limited to) negotiations 

for: 

 land access 

 heritage plans 

 heritage agreements 

 Indigenous land use agreements 

 the protection and recording of all significant sites 

 lore and culture 

 protection of country including land, waterways and all biodiversity and 

 managing compliance on Ngadju country 
https://nntac.org.au/about/ 

 
Fire is significant to Ngadju for its many uses, from warmth and yarns around the 

campfire to cleaning up the country. As a land management tool, fire has a more 

select role in Ngadju country than in other regions … only specific, relatively small 

parts of Ngadju landscapes were actively burnt, to maintain open hunting grounds 

and camping areas, encourage green pick, facilitate travel, and protect people, 

important places and resources from fire…      full account is available at: .  
Prober et al (2013) https://publications.csiro.au/rpr/pub?pid=csiro:EP135694 

The Ngadju (also known as the Marlpa) people of Western Australia retain a detailed 

knowledge about their Indigenous ‘calendar’ of times, seasons and indicators as it 

pertains to Ngadju country.      Document available at: 
https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/Environment/Land-management/Indigenous/Indigenous-

calendars/Ngadju 
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Heart of the Pilbara  

 
        79cm x 41cm, by Hilary Arber 

 
Flying home from Port Hedland under cyclonic cloud, spread below me was a deep red land like a heart muscle rippled with the arteries and veins of semi dry waterways. The hills 

were partially speckled with Spinifex. The Pilbara’s red earth hides not only a rich store of minerals such as iron ore but is also a keeper of ancient aboriginal history. 

Needle-felted wool and silk fibre over pre-felt. Couched ribbon, machine and hand embroidery. 
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For high resolution aerial photos of the Pilbara by commercial photographer Rob Dose, see dose.com.au/Explore WA/Pilbara 
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Oxer Lookout, Karijini National Park, The Pilbara       photo by Pat Forster 05/05/2019 

Over 2500 million years ago where you are now standing was the sea floor. Layers of 

silicica (white and red) and iron oxide with silica (dark grey) built up over time 

squeezing out the water to form tough, well-bedded rock. Colliding continental 

plates caused these rocks to buckle and develop numerous vertical cracks before 

being lifted up to form dry land. Erosion over millions of years has sculptured the 

rocks you see in the present landscape.                                   Signage at Oxer Lookout  

 

Aboriginal Connections 

The Pilbara Aboriginal Language Centre Wangka Maya says that the name for the 

Pilbara region derives from the Aboriginal word bilybara, meaning 'dry' in the 

Nyamal and Banyjima languages. Alternatively, The Western Australia Gas Industry 

claims that the region takes its name from pilbarra, an Aboriginal word for the mullet 

(fish).  
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pilbara 

The Aboriginal population of the Pilbara … predates, by 30–40,000 years, the 

European colonisation of the region. Archaeological evidence indicates that people 

were living in the Pilbara even during the harsh climatic conditions of the Last Glacial 

Maximum. … Working conditions in the pearling and pastoral industries for 

Aboriginals in the Pilbara region around 1900 have been described as slavery with no 

wages paid, kidnapping as well as severe and cruel punishments for misbehaviour 

… The first strike by Indigenous people in Australia took place in 1946 in the Pilbara, 

when Aboriginal pastoral workers walked off the stations … a strike that lasted for 

over three years. … [Today] Many Pilbara communities face the many complex 

effects of colonisation, and lack adequate access to housing, health and education. 

Relations between police and aboriginals are very often tense.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pilbara  

The[Aboriginal] Seven Sisters Songline [which goes west to east across Western 

Australia] is an epic story, one of the most widespread Ancestral Songlines in 

Australia, crossing from near Roebourne across the Pilbara, the Gibson Desert and 

the Great Victoria Desert; the country of many language groups. 
Macfarlane and McConnell (2017). http://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/ef91ad97-

f6dc-42b6-b3ca-df1f96c9e089/files/waters-australian-deserts.pdf 
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Wave Rock  

 
       79cm x 40cm, by Meg Cowey 

When I viewed Wave Rock for the first time, I knew time had stood still for millennia. The wave felt infinitely permanent and enduring. Using strips of aboriginal designed fabric in 

recognition of Wave Rock’s significance to the Aboriginal people, I created an impressionist view of the rock’s dominance of the landscape when standing at the base. 

 

Aboriginal designed cottons and commercial cotton (sky), cotton thread. Strip piecing combined to give a sense of the shape of the rock formation.  
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  Wave Rock      photo by Pat Forster, 30/07/2019 
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Aboriginal Connections, Katter Kich (Wave Rock)  

Wave Rock has cultural significance to Ballardong people. Local tribes believed that 

the rock was a creation of the Rainbow Serpent, and was created in her wake by 

dragging her swollen body over the land after she had consumed all of the water in 

the land. They respected this area as an icon of cultural learning; a moral from 

this Dream time tale was to be remembered for life.  
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Wave_Rock 

 

Near Hyden in the South-East (of Western Australia), Katter Kich is significant to 

Noongar people, because it is a Noongar keniny (dancing) ground. A little way from 

there would have been a camping place, ceremonial place, where there are gnamma 

– (water holes) and it was also part of a Noongar trade route…. The rock is a granite 

cliff, 15metres high and 110 metres long. Its wave-like shape has been caused by 

weathering and water erosion, made over 60 000 years ago, which has undercut the 

base and left a rounded overhang. In 1960, some crystals from Katter Kich were 

dated as being 200 million years old, among the oldest in Australia.  
http://www.wheatbeltnrm.org.au/sites/default/files/knowledge_hub/documents/Nyungar%20Dictionary

%20-%20Final%20-%20Website.pdf 

 

There is a gnamma hole that was used around this area (Quairading), it might be 

covered now because the white people did not believe in them. This happened to 

gnamma holes at a meeting place near Wave Rock… It is said that a lot of the 

Noongars from all over the place used to gather at Wave Rock. Noongars, Yamatjis, 

and Wongis as it was their meeting place. They would hold a lot of corroborees  
https://www.noongarculture.org.au/ballardong/ 

[In Noongar Country] Mulka’s Cave (north of Wave Rock), Wave Rock, Jilakin Rock, 

Jitarning Rock, Dumbleyung Lake and Puntapin Rock are all connected by an ancient 

Dreaming trail [songline] that reaches the coast at Augusta  
https://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/images/documents/get-

involved/n2n/schools/excursions/Exploring%20Woodlands%20With%20Nyoongars.pdf 

 

Near the banks of the Swan River, at Claisebrook there is a mosaic of a Bibbulmun 

Dreaming (creation narrative) with a plaque alongside which reads as follows: Long 

before the Nyitting, (cold times) there lived a giant Charrnock (evil spirit) woman 

named Woor-Jall-Luk who went from Kallep to Kallep (campfires) stealing 

Koolungahs (children). She had very long white hair and was taller than the Karri and 

Jarrah trees. She stole children to feed her man, Mulchin-Jal-Lak. (His cave is known 

as Bates Cave). She used her hair as a net to place the spirit children, leaving her 

hands free to gather more. The spirit people of the south west of Western Australia 

were worried their children were disappearing. One night they set a trap to observe 

what was stealing the children. They tried to stop the evil woman, but they could not 

get close enough to kill her.  

One day the spirit people turned themselves into a totem of the magpie 

(Coolbardies). They knew that the only way to get close to her was by flying at her in 

a flock and that this way they had a better chance of freeing the Koolungahs. But on 

seeing them attack, Woor-Jall-Luk grabbed a big fire stick to beat the Coolbardies. 

But it did not stop the Coolbardies from swooping to free the children and a great 

fight followed all over the Bibbullmun nation. The spirit children who fell to the 

ground and turned to stone are called Bwia-Ee-Koolungah-Nyinna (the stone where 

the little babies fell). 

As Woor-Jall-Luk was hurled into the sky by jumping on Gnadie-Darange-E-Noo 

(Wave Rock) and made our Bibbee-Goor-Ee (Milky Way), a great many children fell 

out of her hair and fell back to mother earth. They made the first Bwia-Ee-

Koolungah's -Nyinna place which we know as Hippo's Yawn.  

*Hippos Yawn is a rock near Bate’s Cave. Bates Cave is north of Wave Rock and is 

also known as Mulka’s Cave.  
Goldsmith (2014). https://espace.curtin.edu.au/handle/20.500.11937/665 

 

Noongar elder Noel Nannup relates an alternative account of the spirit woman 

leaping off Wave Rock: Later the spirit woman was standing on some soft stone, 

which oozed into a great big wave, which these days is called Wave Rock. When she 

was standing on Wave rock, it felt just like a trampoline under her feet. And as it 

sprang up, it lifted this great spirit woman into the sky. Higher and higher she went, 

until she knew she could never walk on the earth again. She would live in the sky 

now.  
in Morgan et al. (1951). 
https://books.google.com.au/books?id=3xZuHuvx_F4C&q=star#v=snippet&q=star&f=false 

 

Star map  

A prominent Noongar song line is the W in the sky, as told by Noel Nannup. The 'W' 

is formed by the five bright jindang (stars): Canopus, Sirius, Rigel, Betelgeuse and 

Aldebaran. … When compared with a map the 'W' in the sky appears as a mirror 

image of the 'W' formed between … Stirling Range, then towards Wagin 

Narrogin, then towards Katter Kich (Wave Rock), then through to beyond near 

Merredin, and back up across to Lake Moore [spoken in rverse order to the places 

they correspond to] … Each star lines up with a prominent granite rock in the land 

which marks a turning point along the songline  
Summarised from video at https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04xx7s3 
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Venus Appears Over Kandimalal  

 
        80cm x 40cm, by Roberta Chantler 
 

While living under canvas in the Kimberley, I was fully aware of the surrounding environment. Camped at Kandimalal (Wolfe Creek Crater), I watched each afternoon for the 

appearance of the Evening Star (Venus) shortly after sunset, marvelling at the splendour of the Universe, my place within it, knowing hundreds of generations star gazing before 

me have had the same experience. 

 

Hand dyed and commercial fabrics, glass beads and sequin. 
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       Sunrise at Wolfe Creek, Tripadvisor photo, required attribution:  
<a href="https://www.tripadvisor.co.za/LocationPhotoDirectLink-g495059-d797665-i68389662-Wolfe_Creek_Crater_National_Park-Halls_Creek_Kimberley_Region_Western_Aust.html#68389662"><img alt="" src=" 

https://media-cdn.tripadvisor.com/media/photo-s/04/13/8b/1e/wolfe-creek-crater-national.jpg"/></a><br/>This photo of Wolfe Creek Crater National Park is courtesy of TripAdvisor  
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 Wolfe Creek Meteorite Crater (Kandimalal to the local Aboriginal people).  

About 90 km south of Halls Creek, Western Australia. Formed about 2 million years 

ago [??] when a nickel-iron meteorite crashed into the Kimberley plains. The 30 m-

high walls of the crater are circular, 850 m in diameter at the top of the rim and 107 

m deep, but there are 55 m of windblown sand in the bottom. The flat-topped, near 

uniform rim is composed of angular blocks of sandstone and quartzite.  
https://austhrutime.com/wolfe_creek_meteorite_crater.htm 
 

Morning/Evening Star (planet Venus)  

Because the orbit of Venus is inside that of the Earth, Venus is always seen close to 

the Sun. Because the sky is too bright to see Venus when it is high in the sky, Venus is 

only visible as either a Morning Star just before sunrise, or as an Evening star just 

before sunset. … Venus rises before dawn only at certain times (approx every 1.5 yrs), 
Norris (2016) https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/publications-of-the-astronomical-society-of-

australia/article/dawes-review-5-australian-aboriginal-astronomy-and-

navigation/6485EEA891C19A2FC6F0C94DBC24DB75/core-reader 
 

 
Photo by Brian Humphreys, 1983 

 

Aboriginal connections 

 Elders of the Jaru Aboriginal people refer to several stories about the crater. One 

well-known story deals with the passage of two rainbow snakes, which formed the 

nearby Wolfe Creek and Sturt Creek as they crossed the desert. In the Dreaming, one 

snake emerged from the ground, forming the crater. 

 [Interview with Indigenous Elder Jack Jugarie at Wolfe Creek Crater, indicating 

knowledge of soakwaters/sinkhole] : ...in the early days, the first Mob, they never 

saw any white people, they reckon, star… second star from the big one, you know, be 

fall. We call him Wada that star. Wada it fall in this ground. It makes big noise and 

shakes this country and made a round rim right round, and in the centre, down there, 

it’s a hole, no water stay in there. Doesn’t matter how much rain the water don’t 

stay, it goes in the hole. Sink holes, right in the middle. 
Goldsmith (2014) https://espace.curtin.edu.au/handle/20.500.11937/665 
 

 That star is a Rainbow Serpent, This is the Aboriginal Way,  

We call that snake Warnayarra,  

That snake travels like stars travel the sky, 

It came down at Kandimalal,  

I been there, I still look for that crater,  

I gottem Ngurriny – that one,  

Walmajarri/Djaru wild man 
From Billuna elder Boxer Miller in Muecke (2017)  http://www.ctrl-z.net.au/articles/issue-7/muecke-

wolfe-creek-meteorite-crater/  

So, for the Jaru and Walmajarri traditional owners of the site and the country, …, 

there are stories rather than numbers, and, as we shall see, there are also songs, 

dreamings and paintings. … one can’t extract the fact of the crater being one thing or 

another from all the other kinds of knowledge that sustain the fact, what is often 

called the broader culture. A fact like ‘the crater was caused by a falling meteor 

hitting the Earth about 300,000 years ago’ was apparently introduced to Jaru people 

at some stage… In 2002, Walmajarri artist Jack Lannigan (b. 1924), a Jaru speaker, 

cited the story about the structure being formed from a giant serpent emerging from 

the ground … When Reeves-Sanday asked him if the snake that formed the structure 

came from the sky, he replied ‘nah’, the star-story was ‘… white-man’s story’ …  
https://4s2018sydney.org/2017/12/18/wolfe-creek-meteorite-crater-indigenous-science-queers-western-

science/ 
 

… local families called the crater Kandimalal, which means no potatoes, as local 

people noticed the tasty bush potato didn't seem to grow in the area around the 

crater.     Ms Darkie, Aboriginal Heritage Kimberley resident:  

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-07-07/the-three-stories-of-wolfe-creek-crater/11274576 

 From Noongar language (SW Western Australia) 

Teean benne kwejjiat Hoolat      Venus, daylight now coming 
recorded by Bates, in Thieberger (2017) http://bates.org.au/text/43-055T.html 

 Various narratives have been recorded for Venus including that Venus was the 

elder of two brothers - his younger brother and a dog spent most their time catching 

food for Venus. Western Desert narrative in Johnson (2014) 

http://www.aboriginalastronomy.com.au/wp- 
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A Night Outback 

80cm x 40cm, by Stella King 

I love the boab trees that are common in the Kimberley region. They remind me of the part of Africa that I grew up in. This work is inspired by the amazing photography of 

Benjamin James Kapinski and Mark Wassell as well as many awesome photographs of the Milky Way that can be found on the internet. ‘Emu in the Sky’ is depicted, formed by 

black spaces in the Milky Way, with the Southern Cross in front of its head. It is a common subject of Aboriginal narratives. 
 

Commercial fabrics – cotton; polyester organza. Machine appliqued. 
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Boabs near Parry Lagoon,The Kimberley,  photos by Pat Forster 09/07/2010 

Quilt inspiration photographs at http://markwassellphotography.com/   and 
https://www.bjk.com.au/showProduct/Wilderness+Photography+-

+Western+Australia/Kimberley+Region/KM04/Silhouette+Boabs 
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Aboriginal connections 

 
Emu in the Sky. Creative Commons photo owned by Barnaby Norris and Ray Norris  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_Aboriginal_astronomy 

 

The Emu in the sky is an aboriginal ‘constellation’ which is common to many groups 

across Australia. Unlike European constellations which are made from bright stars, 

the "Emu in the sky" is made of the dark clouds in the plane of our Milky Way galaxy, 

overlaying the background star fields. The emu is known in Noongar as weitj. The 

"Emu in the sky" is a male weitj which is guarding the eggs. After the rains in Makuru 

(June/July - Winter) the night skies are brilliantly clear and the "Emu in the sky" is 

very conspicuous … Here signals the time to go to collect the eggs (always leaving 

one). … It can be difficult for people accustomed to European constellations to make 

out the "Emu in the sky", although once recognized it is difficult not to see it! As a 

guide for people who can only see the stars and not the clouds, the Southern Cross is 

like a crown. The weitj's head is known to European astronomers as the Coalsack 

Nebula. The pointers, Alpha and Beta Centauri show where its neck is. 
https://incubator.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wp/nys/Emu_in_the_sky 

 

[For Badimia people in the Murchison]: In the night sky stories were attached to 

various star clusters. The Yalibirri or emu dreaming was the most powerful being 

made up of the dark patches across the Milky Way. In autumn, once the nights 

became colder and following the first rains, this emu in the night sky became clearly 

visible. Below the emu is a cluster of eggs (known as Wallah). This signified that the 

time was right to look for emu eggs.  
Day and Morrisey (1995). Drawn to Mount Magnet. Wannars, Dolly Pots , Shears. Dowling (2017). 

https://espace.curtin.edu.au/bitstream/handle/20.500.11937/73585/Dowling%20C%202017.pdf?sequenc

e=1&isAllowed=y  

 

…. I had been sitting there for some time feeling too languid to talk and taking but a 

faint interest in the [Aboriginal] girls’ conversation we heard a low mutter of 

thunder. It growled and muttered for quite a long time and I fervently hoped the 

storm would travel our way. Again the thunder growled and rumbled. Waitch tiered 

very tired said Tupin. Waymen nodded “Long time to settle down very heavy load 

today”. My interest was roused ”What are you two talking about there are no waitch 

about no green grass” I exclaimed. “Oh Missus” laughed Tupin Waitch not here. 

Waitch faraway there she move again as the thunder rumbled again “Well Tupin tell 

me the story I am tired today is it anything like the Chudic “ Waymen grinned “Tupin 

tellum stories well. Yes Tupin tell um Missus” Tupin is undoubtedly a good storyteller 

and she has heard a good deal of Native law from her mother Yilga and her old 

husband Winmar. “Well Missus, you male (remember) Waitch in the sky among the 

Gindies (Stars). “Yes Tupin I replied I looked at her, every night. 

Long long time ago Waitch was blown up into the sky in smoke from a big big fire by 

a big big wind but when she got there she found no place to stop so she went to the 

moon and tried to rest between her horns but by and by the moon got fat and round 

and she squeezed Waitch out then Waitch went to the sun but the Nunghars in the 

Sun said they did not want her she talk too much. Then she went to the Gindies and 

asked them to give her place to camp in. The Gindies talked together and they said 

“Here are we a lot of us keeping the earth up and we have to keep close together, so 

we can’t go out and hunt or play for if we did the earth would drop and we are tired 

of keeping so close together” so they told Waitch if she wanted to camp with them 

she must take part of their load. Waitch agreed to this and where the stars were 

closest they spread out and let Waitch settle down between them but after a time 

they got cunning and moved a little bit further away from Waitch and gave her a 

little more road. Now Waitch is afraid to grumble too much for she has no other 

place to go and by and by the Gindies little by little put all the load on Waitch’s back 

she had to spread out her wings to keep it in place but sometimes it gets very heavy 

and Waitch dare not close her wings for the Gindies tell her if she lets a little bit drop 

she will be blown away again. Sometimes she lets a little bit drop and is like a Gindie 

dropping down but she is frightened to do too often. So when she gets very very 

tired she groans and moved one part of her load from one wing to the other and 

while she is doing that the weather is very hot and you can hear her groaning. 

Sometimes when she moves her load she does it with a jirk and then the whole earth 

trembles but she is frightened to read it too often therefore only moves it gently and 

grumbles and growls nearly all the time. If she makes too much fuss the Nunghars in 

the Sun get angry and make it dark and send out flashes of light to frighten her and 

make her quite. Then when it rains very hard that is Waitch crying because her load 

is so heavy. But after a time she gets quiet and settles down to rest again. Sometimes 

the Gindies cluster together and help her a little bit but they don’t do it often for 

they are afraid if they get too close together Waitch would make a big jerk and 

perhaps move the whole earth on to them again. So they only now and then just 

hold the edge up a little bit so as to rest her and keep her quite.  
Hassell (1861-1910), South Coast WA   

https://indigenous.sl.nsw.gov.au/collection-items/my-dusky-friends-sketches-south-eastern-natives-

western-australia-1861-1910  
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October 1 to 6, 2019 
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